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John J. McCarthy

A Prosodic Theory of
NonconcatenativeMorphology

Most structuralistaccounts of morphologicalstructure overtly or implicitly make a
distinctionbetween two formalmorphologicaltypes. Concatenativemorphology,which
in the more familiarlanguagesappears almost exclusively, involves prefixationor suffixation only. Thus, morphemesare discrete elements linearlyconcatenatedat the right
or the left end of the base of the morphologicaloperation. Morphologyof this type is
subject to analysis by a relatively simple discovery procedure.Given an adequatephonological representation,concatenative morphemescan be recovered by a left-to-right
(or right-to-left)parse of words searchingfor invariantrecurrentpartialstrings, possibly
with constant meaningor function (Hockett (1947)).
The other type, nonconcatenative morphology,has remainedrather more mysterious until now. Generally, in structuralisttreatmentswe find only a list of the residue,
those morphologicaloperations that cannot be analyzed by the method of recurrent
partials. These include reduplication,infixation, morphologically-governedablaut, and
suprafixation.All of these terms are in common use except the last, which refers to, for
example, the variationin tonal patternof the stem as a markof verbal aspect inflection
in Tiv (McCawley (1970), Goldsmith (1976)). Although nonconcatenativemorphology
as a whole has received less attention than concatenative, this is not for lack of exemplification. In a numberof languages, processes like reduplicationare the primary
or sole morphologicaloperations.
This residualstatus accordednonconcatenativemorphologyin structuralistanalyses
extends to generative theories as well. All generative treatments known to me have
relied entirely on the extremely rich transformationalnotation of Chomsky and Halle
(1968). What is offered here instead is a new theory of nonconcatenativemorphology,
one which owes a great deal to Harris's (1941; 1951)notion of long components. It is
a prosodic theory in the sense that it uses the devices of autosegmentalphonology,
This article is a revised version of portions of chapter4 of McCarthy(1979). Some of the materialin
section 3.3 was originallypresentedat the Fifth North AmericanConferenceon Afro-AsiaticLinguisticsin
1976.I am gratefulfor the assistanceof Lee Baker,Nick Clements,MorrisHalle, Jay Keyser, PaulKiparsky,
Alan Prince, Ellen Woolford,and an anonymousreviewerfor LinguisticInquiry.
The system for transcribingArabicused here has its familiarvalues, with the followingexceptions. ? and
h are the voiced and voiceless pharyngealglides, respectively.g is the voiced velar spirant,andj is the voiced
also knownas emphasis.
alveopalatalaffricate.A subscripteddot in t, d, s, and d indicatespharyngealization,
Vowel length is representedbimoraicallyas VV.
Linguistic Inquiry, Volume 12, Number 3, Summer 1981
0024-3892t81/030373-46 $02.50/0
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which are most familiarthroughstudies of tone andotherprosody. This theory is justified
extensively in this article by an analysis of the formalpropertiesof the system of verbal
derivation and aspect and voice inflection in Classical Arabic. A similar treatmentof
other verbalinflectionand of nominalderivationand inflectioncan be found in McCarthy
(1979).
To conclude this introduction,I will map out the overall geographyof this article.
Section I outlines the problem of the Arabic verb and its relevance to a theory of
nonconcatenativemorphology. Sections 2.1 and 2.2 present and partiallyjustify much
of the formal apparatusthat is essential to the later analysis. Section 3 contains the
analysis of the Arabic verb, with an occasional excursus into related issues in Tiberian
Hebrew. Section 4 deals with the question of the form of morphologicalrules in this
model. It also has some particularobservations on reduplicationand the extension of
this treatmentto non-Semiticlanguages.The appendixsketches two earlieranalyses of
Semitic morphologicalsystems.

1. Statement of the Problem

One of the classic linguisticissues is thatof providingan accountof the nonconcatenative
morphologicalsystem prevailingin most membersof the Semiticlanguagefamily. Unlike
the more familiarbasically concatenative morphologyof the Indo-Europeanlanguages,
Semitic morphologyis pervadedby a wide variety of purelymorphologicalalternations
internalto the stem. In Arabic, for instance, there is a clear sense in which the forms
in (1) are morphologicallyrelated to one another, althoughthey do not share isolable
strings of segments in concatenatedmorphemes:'
(1) a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.

kataba 'he wrote'
kattaba 'he caused to write'
kaataba 'he corresponded'
takaatabuu'they kept up a correspondence'
ktataba 'he wrote, copied'
kitaabun'book (nom.)'
kuttaabun'Koran school (nom.)'
kitaabatun'act of writing(nom.)'
maktabun'office (nom.)'

Even the fairly elaborateparadigmin (1) is far from exhaustive;for instance, it does not
' Here and subsequentlyI abstractaway fromcertaingenerally
acceptedphonologicalprocesses. Forms
with initial clusters, if not preceded by a vowel in the same phonologicalphrase, receive epenthetic ?V.
Intervocalicglottal stop and a followingvowel are deleted in some forms. Some other rules apply only with
roots of particularphonologicaltypes. Exceptin a few cases I will have nothingto say aboutthese rulesbelow,
and I assumethat they are formulatedessentiallyas in Brame(1970),perhapswith some occasionalnotational
adjustmentsfor the analysis developed here. Some explicit suggestionsabout the expressionof phonological
processes on prosodic morphologicalrepresentationscan be found in Halle and Vergnaud(in preparation).
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include inflectional alternations like kutiba 'it was written' and makaatibu 'offices
(nom.)'.
Certainobservations about this morphologicalsystem, crucial to an understanding
of it, date from a very early period. It has long been known that at its basis there are
roots of three or four consonants which cluster arounda single semanticfield, like ktb
'write'. Certain changes in these roots, like geminationof the middle radical in (lb),
yield derivatives such as causative or agentive. Moreover, some vowel patterns seem
to bear consistent meaning, like the differencein stem vocalism between active kataba
and passive kuitiba.
In the very earliest studies-the treatmentsby medievalArabicand Hebrew grammarians, generally adopted in the work of Western Orientalists-an elaborated morphophonemictheory is complementedby only the most rudimentaryanalysis of paradigms like (1). This approach is usually a fairly superficialtaxonomy, mediated by a
notationthat simply shows the citationrootf?l (Hebrewp Vl)'do', with appropriatestem
modifications.So the basic insight of these classical grammarianswas to abstractaway
from the particularroot, but with no richer understandingof the formal morphological
system than this. So far as I know, there was no generaltreatmentof relationsbetween
vowel patternsexcept as instantiatedon a particularroot.
The first modern insights into these problemsappearin Harris's (1941) analysis of
Biblical Hebrew and Chomsky's (1951)grammarof ModernHebrew, both of which are
discussed in some detail in the appendixto this article. The fundamentalcharacteristic
of Chomsky'sproposalis a rule moving(or intercalating)long componentvowel patterns
into triconsonantalroots ((61) in the appendix), relying crucially on transformational
rule notation and integralsubscriptson segments in the structuraldescription. In view
of the fact that Chomsky (1951) contains all the notationalapparatuslater adopted by
Chomsky and Halle (1968), it could reasonablybe claimed that transformationalmorphological rules, essentially similar to Chomsky's, form the basis of the analysis of
Semitic nonconcatenativemorphologywithin the generativetradition.
A problem closely related to the formal character of morphologicalrules is the
formalcharacterof morphemes,the units thatthose rulesmanipulate.Againthe standard
theory makes a fairly explicit proposal: a morphemeis a string of segments delimited
by the symbol " + " which contains no internal

"

+ ". A somewhat richer notion of the

morphemeis proposed andjustified in section 2.1.
Another necessary characteristicof a morphologicalanalysis is a theory of the
structureof the lexicon and of lexical entries. The basic view, adoptedby Chomskyand
Halle (1968), that the lexicon is a list of single morphemesonly and that these units are
subjectto lexical insertion,has been convincinglydismissedby Halle (1973),Jackendoff
(1975), and Aronoff (1976). There is no need to repeat these argumentshere, so I shall
simply take it for grantedthat the lexicon is composed of words ratherthan morphemes.
Therefore,the processes describedhere can be seen as applyingredundantlyratherthan
generatively, except in the case of neologisms. Nothing of significancein what follows
hinges on this assumption, however.
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2. Formalism
2.1. The Representationof Morphemes
It is well knownthat a numberof idiosyncraticmorphologicalandphonologicalproperties
cluster around words like permit, subsume, and submit, with Latinate prefixes and
stems. In the verb form, stress invariably falls on the final syllable in spite of the
possibility of furtherretraction.Certainspecial assimilationand deletion rules apply at
the boundarybetween the prefix and stem; compare admit, assume, attempt, appear,
accept. Finally, as Aronoff (1976)notes, the types of nominalizationsof these forms are
determined entirely by the stem morphemes:submission, permission with mit versus
assumption, consumptionwith sume.
This clustering of properties means that the grammarmust be able to recognize
words of this type as a class composed of Latinateprefix and stem morphemes.But the
exact delineation of morphemes in the representationof these words is an empirical
question for which there are two alternativesolutions.
One theory, essentially the one followed by Chomsky and Halle (1968), would
analyze permit as a sequence of two morphemesseparatedby a boundarybut without
internalhierarchicor cyclic structure:per+ mit. (It is irrelevanthere whether this class
has a special boundarylike "=" or not.) The boundaryallows us to recognize permit
words as a class-they contain an internalboundarybut have no other structure.
In some interesting proposals for the treatmentof variousjunctural phenomena,
Rotenberg (1978) and Selkirk (forthcoming)present convincing argumentsagainst the
use of boundarysymbols in phonologicalrepresentations.They claim instead thatjunctural rules actually refer not to boundariesbut to hierarchicmorphologicalstructure
itself, structurethat results from derivingone word from another. Notice that here we
have an obvious problemfor this theory: there is no likely internalhierarchicstructure
in permit class words, but nevertheless several rules must have access to some sort of
morphologicalanalysis of them.
There is, however, a thirdformalpossibility. This alternativeis implicitin work by
Zellig Harris (1951) and essentially involves an extension of his notion of the long
component. While the boundarysolution basically says that morphemesare delimited
by symbols in the segmental string, the long componenttheory claims that the stringof
segments is uninterrupted,but the morphologicalanalysis is given by another, simultaneous level of representation. Harris's long components were designed to handle
discontinuous phenomena-in particular,the Semitic roots that figure prominentlyin
this article. But it requires very little to extend a long component analysis to include
segmentallycontinuous morphemeslike per or mit.
The formal basis of this interpretationis essentially the notation of autosegmental
phonology (Goldsmith(1976)). Formally, I will define a morphemeas an ordered string
of 1 x n feature matrices associated autosegmentallywith a root node R. This is schematized in (2):
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(2)

The root node t identifies this string as a particularmorpheme.Moreover, ,u bears all
nonphonological informationassociated with the morpheme, such as rule diacritics,
whether it is a root or an affix, and in fact its identity as a morpheme.Note that this
is not intendedas a substitutefor hierarchicstructurewhere that structureis motivated.
It does, however, replace all delimitation of morphemes by boundary symbols like
" + ". A similar proposal, though not cast in autosegmental terms, was made by Pyle

(1972).
Any basically concatenative morphological system, like ordinary English morphology, has a very simple translationinto this notation. For any 1 x n feature matrix
dominatedby [L,n equals the cardinalityof the set of all phonologicalfeatures, and the
daughtersof any p.form a continuous segmentalstring. So, for example, permit will be
representedas in (3):
(3)
[per mit]N,v

This sort of representationachieves the desired end. The grammarcan refer to per and
mit as separate morphemes with special phonological and morphologicalproperties,
without reference to boundary symbols. Because separate nodes p dominateper and
mit, they are necessarily interpretedas distinct morphemes.Clearly, this proposal will
trivially extend to the rest of English morphologyas well.
A numberof argumentscan be developed in supportof this position. The first type
consists essentially of formal arguments,presented in some detail by Pyle (1972). The
second type, given here, consists of actual cases where the ,u-notationis richerthan the
boundarynotation in ways that are essential to the expression of linguisticgeneralizations.
What is perhaps the most compelling argumentfor this characterizationof the
morpheme is the basic organizationof the Arabic (and Semitic) lexicon around the
consonantal root. All verb forms of Arabic can be partitionedinto fifteen derivational
classes, which I will refer to by the Hebrew term binyanim(singularbinya-n).I will deal
with the formal propertiesof the binyanimin detail below. What we will be concerned
with here is the derivationalsource of the various binyanim-what other forms in the
languagethey appear to be most closely related to and derived from. This question is
very difficult to answer for the first Arabic binyan. It is probablynever derived from
a verb of some other binyan, but it is usually impossibleto say whether some nouns are
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derived from this binyanor this binyanfrom the nouns. Consequently,I will not discuss
the source of the first binyan furtherin this section.
However, there is often clear evidence of a particularderivationalsource for a given
verb of some other binyan. This sort of evidence includes the absence of any other
binyanim(includingthe first) formed on a particularroot, as well as specific semantic
relationshipsto relatednouns or verbs. It is this sort of evidence that is uncontroversially
reflected in the following generalizations.
The forms in most binyanim, except the first, are derived from other binyanimof
the same root or from nouns of the same root. For instance, some representativederivational relationshipsare exemplified in (4):
(4)

a.

Derived Form

Derivational Source

Second Binyan
Sallam'teach'
ka66ab 'consider a liar'

First Binyan
Ualim'know'
kaoab 'lie'
Noun
mariid'sick'
?alaahu?akbar'Allah
is great'
First Binyan
katab 'write'
Fourth Binyan
?arsal'dispatch'
Noun
safar 'a journey'
First Binyan
jalas 'sit'
2akal 'eat'
Noun
sa?m 'Syria'
First Binyan
wajab 'be necessary'

marrad'nurse'
kabbar'say battle-cry'
b. Third Binyan
kaatab 'correspond'
raasal 'correspond'

c.

d.

saafar 'travel'
Fourth Binyan
?ajlas 'seat'
2a?kal'feed'
?as'am 'go to Syria'
Tenth Binyan
stawjab 'consider necessary
for oneself'
staslam 'surrenderoneself'
stawzar 'appointas vizier'

Fourth Binyan
2aslam 'surrender'
Noun
waziir 'vizier'

Several interestingpropertiesof the binyanimemergefrom (4). First, it is clear that
these four derived binyanimallow both nominaland verbal derivationalsources for the
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forms of differentroots. In the examples given, the first and fourthbinyanimboth occur
as derivationalsources, as do a numberof differentnoun patterns.The second property
is that there is no relationshipbetween the form of the source and the form of the output
except for the root consonants. Therefore,a fourthbinyanverb could come from a first
binyan verb CaCaC or from a noun of the pattern, say, CaCC. Every propertyof the
source except its root is ignored in the form of the derived binyan. This strikingfact is
perhaps the most interestingcharacteristicof the distinctive Semitic root and pattern
morphology.
Formally,this means that whatever sort of rule relates a derived verb to its source,
that rule will have to ignore the formalcharacteristicsof the source except for the root.
It will have to be able to isolate the root from the vowel qualityand from the canonical
distributionof consonants and vowels. Under the theory proposedhere, the solution to
this problem is almost trivial: the root can be isolated by any rule as the morpheme
marked L . Without this notation in the theory, the derivationalrelationshipslike
[root]

those in (4) which are richly attested throughoutthe languagewould be entirely incoherent.
Another argumentwhich supportsthe notion that the root consonantismis a single
unit at some level of representationcomes from a languagegame of Bedouin Hijazi
Arabic, a fairly conservative modern Arabic dialect described by al-Mozainy(in preparation).In this game, the consonantsof the root may be freely permutedinto any order,
though nonroot consonants and the canonical pattern of the form remain unchanged.
Vowel quality, which is subject to regularphonologicaleffects under the influence of
neighboringconsonants, varies correspondingly.For example,the possible permutations
of difaina 'we pushed' from the root dfS appearin (5):
(5) a. daVafna
b. fidaTha
c. Sadafna
d. faTadna
e. ?afadna
These permutationscan apparentlybe performedand decoded with some fluency. They
clearly demand that the grammartreat the discontinuous string of root consonants as
a unit, as is ensured by the ,u-notation.
Still anotherconsiderationlies in the realmof morphemestructureconstraints.The
Semitic root is subject to a numberof rules governingthe cooccurrence of consonants
within it, a fact originallynoted by the classical grammarians.For instance, Greenberg
(1978) observes that, with a single exception, no root of a verb contains both and h,
the voiced and voiceless pharyngealglides, respectively. Similardistributionshold for
other points of articulation,though no such constraintsapply to consonants outside the
root. The conclusion must be that morpheme structure in Arabic refers to the root
'
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specifically, despite the fact that it is a discontinuousmorpheme.Similarly,the vocalism-what I call the vowel melody-is not freely distributedamong the vowels. For
example, it is a fact that no Classical Arabic word (with the possible exception of some
loans) has the vocalism i-u, nor does any verb have a melody that begins with i.
Generalizationsof this sort cannot be expressed without access to a notation like pLin
the formulationof the morphemestructureconstraintsof Arabic.
There is another class of data that is richly attested in Arabic and other Semitic
languages. In the standardphonological theory, phonological rules that are restricted
to some morphemeor morphemeclass must refer to +-boundary and perhaps also to
some set of morphologicaldiacriticfeatures. In a nonconcatenativesystem, + -boundary
is clearly unavailable, so such rules could not be formulated.I present three cases of
this sort below in support of the [-notation. These rules must, however, be taken as
preliminary,since they would necessarilybe rewrittenin the light of the more elaborated
analysis of Arabic (and Semitic) morphologyin subsequentsections of this article. This
considerationdoes not affect the argument.
The first case is an assimilation rule peculiar to the eighth binyan of the Arabic
verb. One characteristicof this derivationalclass is a t-infixbetween the first and second
consonantsof the root: /frq/ -*ftaraq 'to part',/lrdI-- Ltarad'to place somethingbefore
one'. But in verbs whose first root consonant is w or y, the high glides, we find initial
geminate t in the eighth binyan: /wSqd/-* ttaLad'to receive a promise', /ysr/ -l ttasar
'to play with a dreydl'. This assimilationprocess is demonstrablyunique to precisely
this set of morphologicalcircumstances.A root-initialhigh glide does not assimilate to
a following t which is part of the same root ratherthan the eighth binyan infix: /wtd/
-*
2awtaad 'tent pegs', /ytm/ -l yaytim 'to be an orphan'. Assimilation also fails to
apply in roots whose thirdconsonantis w or y when followed by an agreementdesinence
such as ta: Igzw!-* gazawta 'you (m. sg.) made a raid', !rmy/-> ramayta 'you (m. sg.)
threw'.
The upshotof these facts is that, to applythe assimilationrulecorrectly,the grammar
must be able to identify the t-infix of the eighth binyan exclusively. Under a boundarybased theory, though, there is no way to locate an infix as distinct from the unit that
contains it. Infixes are not delimitedby + -boundary-this is an incoherentand ad hoc
suggestion that would lead to such absurditiesas a morpheme apparentlycomposed
solely of the first root consonant, precedingthe infix: + w + t + a fad.
With the [L-notation,this rule can be formulatedas (6), where the t-infix is characterized as a reflexive morpheme:

- cons
(6)

- syll
+ high]

t

/

t

[reflexive]
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There is, then, no logical or empiricalproblem with this particularcase of morpheme
discontinuity,even thoughthis rule could not be expressed in a boundary-basedtheory.
Another interestingillustrationof the necessity of the R-notationarises in the Akkadianreflex of this binyan, as well as in the Hebrew one. Akkadianalso has a t-infix
in the so-called Gt and Gtn (passive and iterative) verbal classes: /mhs/ -> mithas 'to
be struck (Gt)', mitahhas 'to strike repeatedly(Gtn)'. But in forms where the first root
consonant is a coronal spirant,we find that the spirantand the t exchange positions by
a metathesis rule: /sbt! -* sitbutum

-*

tisbutum 'to seize one another', /zqr/ -l zitqurum

tizqurum'to be elevated'. This metathesisproceeds only across an interveningvowel;
thus, istabbat 'he will seize' remainsunchanged.
Again, it can be shown that this rule is restricted to a particularconjunction of
morphologicalcircumstances that require us to be able to identify the t-infix. In the
notation proposed here, this rule is formulatedas (7):
C

(7)
[

V

t

+ cor 1
- son

L

irpassive

+ cont

citerativel
1

2

3

321

Another rule of Akkadianalso provides supportfor recognizingthe root as a discontinuous constituent. The nominal prefix ma is dissimilatedto na in any form containing a labial root consonant: naphar 'totality', neereb 'entrance', narkabt 'chariot'.
Only elements of the consonantalroot suffice to triggerthis dissimilation;it fails before
a labial stem vowel (mazuukt 'mortar') or a labial desinential consonant (meriit-um
'pasture'). Therefore, this rule must refer directly to the nonconcatenativeroot morphemes of Akkadian:
(8) ma -> na/

V

X[ + labial]

I
[root]

As in the Arabic derivationalrelationships, language game, and morpheme structure
constraints, the grammarmust have access here to the root as a string-discontinuous
constituent.
In section 3, I will develop some furtherrules of this sort, and we will see reference
to discontinuousmorphemesas the basis of the analysis of Arabicword formation.The
fact that it allows us to deal with these morphemesand their complex interrelationsis
the strongest confirmationoffered for the ,u-notation.
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2.2. TheoreticalFramework
The foundationof the analysis presented here is the theory of autosegmentalphonology
as described by Clements and Ford (1979). I will assume some familiaritywith this
theory, and I will outline brieflyonly those points where it differsfrom the more familiar
proposals of Goldsmith(1976) in ways relevant to this analysis.
The universalconventionsfor associationare cast in termsof the mappingof melodic
elements (units on an autosegmentaltier) onto melody-bearingelements (units on the
segmental tier). There are three such conventions, illustratedschematicallyby the association of lower case melodic elements with upper case melody-bearingelements in
(9).
i. If there are several unassociatedmelodic elements and several unassociatedmelody-bearingelements, the former are associated one-to-one from left to right with the
latter. This transformsa representationlike (9a) into the one in (9b).
ii. If, afterapplicationof the first convention, thereremainone unassociatedmelodic
element and one or more unassociatedmelody-bearingelements, the formeris associated
with all of the latter. This transforms(9c) into (9d).
iii. If all melodic elements are associated and if there are one or more unassociated
melody-bearingelements, all of the latter are assigned the melody associated with the
melody-bearingelement on their immediateleft if possible. This principle, which has
the effect of automatic spreading,will alter (9e) to (9f).
(9) a.

ABC. . .
x y z

c.

ABCD
x

e.

I y zI

ABCD
x y

b. ABC . . .
x yz

d. ABCD

19y

x

z

f. ABCD
y

Contrary to earlier versions of this theory, however, no provision is made for
automaticassociation of an unassociatedmelodicelementwith a melody-bearingelement
that already has an association. Therefore, the representationin (10) is well-formedin
this new model:
(10) A B C
wx yz

Only by a language-particularrule can the floating melodic element z be anchoredto a
melody-bearingelement. If z remains unassociated throughoutthe derivation, then it
receives no phonetic realizationor, equivalently,is deleted in the surfacerepresentation.
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The ordinarycase in nontonalautosegmentalsystems like the one to be developed
for Arabic is that floating melodic elements like z in (10) are never anchored. 1 will refer
to this characteristic informally as the prohibition against many-to-one associations. It

is thereby ensured that segments with multiple specificationsfor point and mannerof
articulationfeatures do not arise in the usual course of derivations.
In a few other respects, however, I will go beyond the theoreticalapparatusin the
cited literature.The chief differencelies in the somewhatrichernotion of autosegmental
tier presupposedhere. It has been assumedthatthe autosegmentalizationof some feature
or bundle of features defines a single tier on which all and only those features are
represented. I will claim instead that each languagehas the option of restrictingevery
tier to autosegmentswhich are membersof a particularmorphemeor morphemeclass.
Since a morpheme,as we have seen, is a set of feature matricesdominatedby a single
node [L,we can say that a morphologicallydefined tier contains all and only the feature
bundles that are daughtersof a single >t. In this way, as we will see, consonantalroots
and vocalic melodies in Arabic, althoughthey contain bundles of the same distinctive
features, can nevertheless be representedon separateautosegmentaltiers. This ensures
that the association conventions for melodies can operate independentlyon these two
tiers. Association of autosegments from different tiers to the same segments will be
subject to the naturalrestrictionthat no segment receive multipleassociations for the
same nontonal feature. This is, in a sense, a generalizationof the prohibitionagainst
many-to-oneassociations.
It should be noted that the originaldefinitionof an autosegmentaltier is not supplanted in this model. Only one set of phonologicalfeatures can appearin any column
of a particulartier. Moreover, different tiers cannot contain the same features unless
those tiers represent different morphemes, and then only if a particulargrammarstipulates that the tiers are morphologicallydetermined.Finally, as in the familiarversion
of autosegmentaltheory, each autosegmentaltier will designate a naturalclass on the
segmental tier as its set of tone-bearingelements, the units with which it is to be
associated.
The other addition to autosegmentaltheory followed here is a revised version of
Leben's (1973)ObligatoryContourPrinciple.Leben's principlesays thatno tonal melody
can containadjacentidenticalelements. Thus, a melody HHL is automaticallysimplified
to HL, but HLH remainsunchanged.The revisions of this principleinvolve two points.
First, in the lightof autosegmentalrepresentationof melodies, I will state it as a constraint
on contiguous elements in any autosegmentaltier ratherthan on the tonal melodies of
Leben's theory. Second, in view of Goldsmith's(1976)demonstrationthat such a constraintalone is too strong for some aspects of Tiv conjugation,I will make the weaker
claim that it operates as partof the evaluationmetricratherthanas an absoluteuniversal
principle. This seems to accord with the facts of Arabic, as we shall see, since the
ObligatoryContourPrincipleis observed in all forms except for a few loan nouns.
Since we will have occasion to refer to this principlelater, let us formulateit now:
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(11) ObligatoryContourPrinciple (revised)

A grammaris less highly valued to the extent that it contains representations
in which there are adjacentidentical elements on any autosegmentaltier.
This completes the summaryof the theoreticalapparatusneeded in this analysis.
3. The ClassicalArabic Verb System
3.1. Outline
The verb system of the triliteralroot is based on fifteen derivationalcategories and that
of the quadriliteralroot on four-these are the binyanimmentioned above. Although
the Arabists' nomenclaturerefers to them as conjugations,they are in no way similar
to the more familiar conjugationaltypes of Latin or Greek. In fact, each binyan is
inflected in almost the same way as all the other binyanim. What they differ in is the
arrangementof root consonantismwith respect to characteristicaffixes and vowel positions.
The first binyan is a possible category for nearly all roots that can appearas verbs.
It is relatively unmarkedmorphologically,at least in the finite forms, and it has no
special semanticproperties.This is roughlytrue as well for the first quadriliteralbinyan,
QI. But the others, the derived binyanim,generally involve some special modification
of the meaning of a related noun or verb or of the basic meaningof the root. So, for
instance, the third triliteralbinyan is usually reciprocal, while the sixth is usually the
reflexive or effective of the reciprocal.It is, in general, an idiosyncraticpropertyof any
root whether it can appear in a particularbinyan. Nevertheless, neologisms abound,
loanwords are easily incorporatedinto the system, and speakers of Modern Standard
Arabicreporta reasonablefacility in extendinga root to other binyanimand interpreting
the result.
Subject to these lexical idiosyncrasies, the binyanimcross-classify the roots morphologicallyand semantically,where the root suppliesthe basic meaningand the binyan
(except for the first binyan) supplies some modificationof this meaningor of the verbal
diathesis. The meaning of any verb is not a composition of the meaning of root and
binyan, but there is a reasonable amount of predictability.For instance, the root ktb
expresses a notion like 'write'. This root occurs in eight binyanim, reflected by the
following uninflectedforms of the perfective active:
(12) Binyan
I
katab
II
kattab
III
kaatab
IV
?aktab
VI
takaatab
VII nkatab
VIII ktatab
X
staktab

'write'
'cause to write'
'correspond'
'cause to write'
'write to each other'
'subscribe'
'write, be registered'
'write, make write'
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Table 1
Perfective
Active
Passive
TriliteralRoots
I
katab
kutib
II
kattab
kuttib
III
kaatab kuutib
IV
'aktab
?uktib
V
takattab tukuttib
VI
takaatab tukuutib
VII nkatab nkutib
VIII ktatab
ktutib
IX
ktabab
X
staktab stuktib
XI
ktaabab
XII ktawtab
XIII ktawwab
XIV ktanbab
XV ktanbay
QuadriliteralRoots
QI
dahraj duhrij
QII tadahraj tuduhrij
QII dhanraj dhunrij
QIV dharjaj dhujij

Imperfective

Participle

Active

Passive

Active

Passive

aktub
ukattib
ukaatib
u?aktib
atakattab
atakaatab
ankatib
aktatib
aktabib
astaktib
aktaabib
aktawtib
aktawwib
aktanbib
aktanbiy

uktab
ukattab
ukaatab
u?aktab
utakattab
utakaatab
unkatab
uktatab

kaatib
mukattib
mukaatib
mu?aktib
mutakattib
mutakaatib
munkatib
muktatib
muktabib
mustaktib
muktaabib
muktawtib
muktawwib
muktanbib
muktanbiy

maktuub
mukattab
mukaatab
mu?aktab
mutakattab
mutakaatab
munkatab
muktatab

udahrij
atadahraj
adhanrij
adharij

udahraj
utadahraj
udhanraj
udhajaj

mudahrij
mutadahrij
mudhanrij
mudharij

mudahraj
mutadahraj
mudhanraj
mudharaj

ustaktab

mustaktab

The characteristicmorphologyof these forms-permutations of vowels and consonants
and so on-will emerge shortly.
Besides the binyanim,this analysis will attemptto account for several other properties of the Arabic verb system. There is a basic division into two aspects, perfective
and imperfective.Voice is active or passive, with slightlydifferentmorphologyfor voice
in the two aspects. For reasons of brevity, no account will be given here of verbal
agreement, nor of mood or verbal clitics. (A full discussion of agreementcan be found
in McCarthy(1979).) In all other respects, though, this analysis strives for a complete
account of the formal characteristicsof Arabic verbal morphology.2
Table 1, which will serve as the basis for much of the analysis, displays the citation
2 Since the forms in table I involve a considerabledegreeof abstraction,a little cautionis in order.First,
the roots ktb and dhrjmay happennot to occur in particularbinyanim,althoughformallyequivalentroots do.
Thus, V takattabis not a real verb, althoughV takassab 'to earn' is one. In the first binyan,differentroots
belongingto differentablautclasses, treatedin section 3.4, yield differentvocalism from that of ktb in the
perfective and imperfectiveactive. Finally, the forms in table I are all stems, so they do not show mood,
agreement,or case, gender, or numbermarking,which are not dealt with in this article.
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triliteral root ktb in all fifteen triliteralbinyanim and the root dhrj 'roll' in the four
quadriliteralbinyanim, organized as in any traditionalgrammar.Here and later, each
triliteralbinyan is referred to by the appropriateRoman numeralof the Orientalists'
system, while the quadriliteralshave a prefixedQ. The majoraspect and voice inflections
of the finite and nonfiniteverb forms head the columns. Gaps in the passive inflections
indicatebinyanimthat are regularlyintransitiveand stative, andthereforenot susceptible
of passivizationfor nonmorphologicalreasons.
3.2. Consonantism

Let us consider the differencesamongthe variousbinyaniminjust the perfective active,
where the vowel characteristicsare most muted. As a kind of minimal,barely adequate
account of these differences, we would have to answer the following questions:
(A) How are the consonants arrangedwith respect to the vowels-what is the
canonical syllable patternof the form?
(B) How are prefixes and infixes like t or n arrangedamong the root consonants?
(C) How are the root consonants arrangedwith respect to each other? That is,
where do clusters or geminates occur?
(D) How is one binyan related to or derived from another?
This last question, which would take us ratherfar from the purely formal issues
here into the function of the various binyanim,is dealt with in McCarthy(1979).
On the other hand, a preliminaryanswer to the entirelyformalquestion (A) is much
easier to get. The inventory of canonical patterns in the perfective of the triliteral
binyanimis listed in (13), where C denotes any [-syll] segment, includingconsonants
and glides:
(13) a. CVCVC
b. CVCCVC
f. CCVCVC
C.

CVVCVC

g.

CCVCCVC

d. CVCVCCVC
h. CCVVCVC
e. CVCVVCVC
Certainobvious regularitiesappearin (13) which the grammarought to take account of.
First, the stems of all binyaniminvariablyend in closed syllables (CVC). Second, there
is no binyan with a sequence of two light syllables like CVCVCVC.Third, no binyan
contains a light syllable after a heavy syllable like CVCCVCVC. Fourth, no binyan
which begins with a consonant cluster is three or more syllables long overall.
To minimallyexpress these regularities,the grammarshould contain some sort of
rules regulatingthe canonical distributionof consonants and vowels in the binyanim.
The template(14a)generatesall andonly the observedcanonicalpatternsof the binyanim
in (13), provided that we exclude sequences of two light syllables by the rule (14b):3
3 The templateschemain (14a)could conceivablybe analyzedfurther.Thereis some evidencefor a [CV]
templateprefixin V takattaband VI takaatab,whichare fairlyregularlyderivedfromII kattaband III kaatab.
A fuller treatmentof this observationwould necessarilytake us ratherfar afield into the interrelationshipsof
the various binyanim,however.
I am indebtedto MorrisHalle and Alan Princefor their suggestionsaboutthe properformulationof (14).
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) CV([+ seg])CVC]

V - 4 / [CVC

CVC]

The notation [+ seg] indicates an element that may be either a consonant or a vowel,
dependingon the binyan. The first expansionof the curlybracketsin the templateallows
all and only the patternsin the first column of (13) and the second expansion allows all
the patterns in the second column of (13), plus the illicit [CVCVCVC].The rule (14b),
which eliminates this last possibility, can be thoughtof as applyingredundantlyto the
set of templates generated by (14a). We will, however, see evidence of alternations
supporting(14b) in section 3.4.
Since it specifies the overall prosody, or syllable pattern, of a form, I will refer to
the schema in (14a) as a prosodic template, althoughthe term CV-skeletonadopted by
Halle and Vergnaud(1980) may be more evocative. Prosodic templates are composed
solely of the features [segmental]and [syllabic],the appropriatevalues of these features
being abbreviatedby C and V. Each binyan characteristicallystipulatesone expansion
of this schema, choosing optional elements and consonantalor vocalic values for those
units markedonly as [ + seg]. Therefore,we can say that one aspect of the specification
of any given binyan in the grammaris an indication of the prosodic template of that
binyan chosen from the set abbreviatedby (14a). The stem patterns of Arabic verbs
must be selected from this restrictedgroup of possibilities and no others.
It is proposed here that the prosodic template correspondsto the segmental level
in more familiarautosegmentalanalyses. Thus, the segmentallevel will contain only the
features [segmental] and [syllabic], and all other features will be autosegmental.This
leads to a straightforwardanalysis of the problemin (B) and (C) of arrangingroot and
affixal consonantismwith respect to the C-slots of the prosodic template.
Let us assume that the Arabictriliteralroot is representedformallyas a melody on
a single, morphologicallydefined autosegmentaltier which takes as its melody-bearing
elements the [ - syllabic] positions of the prosodic template.This melody contains three
melodic elements composed of all features except [segmental] and [syllabic]. In this
way, the root tier will provide all the informationneeded to distinguishconsonantsfrom
one another by point and mannerof articulation.Rather than list all these features, I
will informallyabbreviatethem as ktb and so on, althoughstrictly speakingk, t, and b
in this sense are not ordinarysegments but ratherarchisegmentsunspecified for [segmental]and [syllabic]. Similarly,affixes like n or t will appearon separateautosegmental
tiers. These affixal tiers involve the same distinctive features as the root tier, but they
are distinct because the tiers are morphologicallydefined, as described in section 2.2.
The significanceof this move will emerge shortly.
The problem now is to account for the mode of association between the melodybearing[ - syllabic] slots of the prosodic template and the autosegmentsof the various
consonantaltiers. We will begin by consideringsome cases in detail.
For the templates (13a) and (13c), the problem of association is trivial. A triconsonantal root will, by the first universal convention in section 2.2, associate from left
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to right,resultingin a simpleone-to-oneassociationwith the threeC-slots of the template.
This result appears in (15):

(15) a. CVCVC
(katab)
\ j/

b. CVVCVC

/

ktb

(kaatab)

ktb

Consequently, these two cases involve no complicationsin root-to-prosodictemplate
association.
Now let us examinethe formsthathave an affix-a consonantwhichis demonstrably
not part of the root-mapped onto one of the slots in (13). Each of the binyanimIV, V,
and VI has additionalmorphologicalmaterial,either 2or t. For these binyanim,it suffices
to associate this affixal materialwith the initial consonant in the template, yielding the
outputs in (16):
(16) a. IV
b. V
c. VI

CVCCVC
?

CVCVCCVC

CVCVVCVC

t

t

At this stage, the remainingC-slots in (16a) and (16c) can be unambiguouslyassociated
with the elements on the root tier from left to right.
But a problem remains in treatingforms like the second and fifth binyanim. Even
after affixation as in (16b), the templates of these two categories have four slots to
accommodatejust three root consonants. What actually occurs is gemination of the
middleroot consonant, in effect expandingthe triliteralroot to fit four consonantalslots.
I interpretthis geminationformallyas a one-to-manymappingof the single middle root
consonant onto two slots in the prosodic template:
(17) a.

CVCCVC (kattab)
\V/
ktb

b.

A

I

t

CVCVCCVC(takattab)
ktb

Note here that the affix t is represented on a separate tier from the root ktb as a
consequence of saying that the tiers are morphologicallydefined.
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The structuresin (17) representthe presumedoutput of the processes formingthe
second andfifth binyanim.The questionwe have to answeris how the grammarproduces
these particularassociations of root consonantswith slots, and not ones where, say, the
final root consonant is in a one-to-manyrelationship.We must consider the other binyanim before we can respond to this.
Template (13f) appears in the seventh binyan with an n-prefix, in the eighth with
a t-infixafterthe first radical,andin the ninthwith geminationof the final root consonant.
(13g) appears in the tenth binyan with prefixed st, while (13h) appears in the eleventh
binyan also with a geminatedfinal radical.
First the affixal material must be dealt with. It suffices to say that n, like the
?-affix,is associated with the first consonantof the template.This property-association
of the affix with the first consonantal slot of the prosodic template-is observed consistently by the fifth and sixth binyanimfor the affix t, by the fourthbinyanfor the affix
2, and by the seventh binyan for the affix n. This holds as well for the complex affix st
of the tenth binyan, since it lodges on the first two consonantal slots of the prosodic
template.If we suppose that materialon an affixaltier is appliedto the prosodictemplate
before materialon any root tier, then, as an automaticconsequence of this orderingand
of the conventionalleft-to-rightassociation,affixes will withoutfurtherstipulationappear
on the leftmost consonantal slots of the prosodic template.
The output of left-to-rightassociation on both tiers is shown in (18):
(18) a.

VII

b.

X

c.

IV

d.

VI

n

s

t

t

ccVcV

ccv

cVccVc

cVcVVcVc

ktb

(nkatab)

ktb

(staktab)

ktb

(?aktab)

ktb

(takaatab)

First the materialon the affixal tier is mappedonto the template, selecting the leftmost
slots. The remainingslots receive a left-to-rightmappingof the root tier melody, subject,
of course, to the conditionthat there be no many-to-oneassociationswith the segmental
level.
There is one systematic exception to this patternof affixation. The reflexive morpheme t, which is prefixedin the fifth (takattab)and sixth (takaatab)binyanim,is infixed
in the eighth binyan. That is, it is associated with the second consonant slot of the
prosodic templateand not the first. Here we can say that left-to-rightassociation applies
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in its usual fashion, but that a subsequent rule, restrictedto this affix and a particular
prosodic template, flops the association of the affix from the first to the second slot of
the template. Rules of this type are fairly common in tonal systems (Goldsmith(1976)).
Formally, the Arabic rule reads as follows:
(19) Eighth Binyan Flop
C C--CC

I/

t

t

1VL

[refl]

By moving the association of t to the right, this flop rule correctly makes t an infix in
the eighth binyan only. The morphologicalfeature [reflexive] identifies this particular
morphemewith the phonologicalshape t, distinguishingit from the t of, say, the agreement system. The requirementthat the two consonants of the prosodic template be
adjacentensures that the same reflexive t will not flop in the fifth and sixth binyanim,
where the consonants are separatedby an interveningvowel.
At this point we can see the effect of the notion of morphologicallydefined autosegmentaltiers. The affix t is on a separatetier from the root ktb, since they are different
morphemes. The affix is first associated with the initial C of the template [CCVCVC]
(20a), and then rule (19) shifts its association to the second slot (20b). At that point,
mappingof autosegmentsfrom the root tier is effected, in accordance with the left-torightassociation convention. The slot with which affixal t is associated is alreadyfilled,
and the prohibitionagainstmany-to-oneassociations will not allow it to be doublyfilled.
Therefore, the root must associate with the other availableslots, yielding the representation in (20c):
(20) a.

p.
t

CCVCVC

b.

p

~~~~~~t

CCVCVC

c.

p
t

CCVCVC
ktb

(ktatab)
The morphemektb in (20c) does not contain the affix t in the strict sense; rather,they
are distinct representationson separate tiers which have contact with each other only
by way of association with the same prosodic template.
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Furtherconsequences of left-to-rightassociation of roots with prosodic templates
arise in the ninth and eleventh binyanim.These are formed on the templates (13f) and
(13h). Simple association yields (21a,b):
(21) a.

IX

b.

XI

CCvCvC

CCvvCvC

ktb

ktb

The unassociatedfinal C-slot is now associated with the melodic element bound to the
C-slot on its left, in this case b. This is a consequence of the thirduniversalconvention
described in section 2.2. This convention yields the representationsin (22a,b):
(22) a.

IX

b. XI

CCvCvC

ktb

CCvvCvC

(ktabab)

ktb

(ktaabab)

Consequently, this sort of automaticspreadingis sufficient to generate the gemination
displayed by these two binyanimwithout any additionalstipulations.
In a similarway, we can derive the geminationof the medial radicalin the second
and fifth binyanim, kattab and takattab. Association of the affix t and left-to-rightassociation of the root consonantismyield structureslike those in (23a,b):

t

(23) a.

CVCCVC

\IV\I
ktb
WL

I

b. CVCVCCVC
ktb

W

Then a new, morphologicallyrestricted rule erases the association of the final root
consonantwith the medialC. This now emptyC is conventionallysubjectto reassociation
with the autosegment associated with the consonant slot on its left: in this case, the
medialradicalt. This is the sameuniversalmechanismof automaticspreadingresponsible
for the ninthand eleventh binyanim,thoughin this case it presupposespriorapplication
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of rule (24):4
(24) Second, Fifth Binyanim Erasure
CVC][2nd,

5th Binyanim]

LI
[root]
So a partialderivationof the perfective forms of these binyanimwill proceed as shown
in (25):

a.

(25)

b. V

II

cvcvccvc

cvccvc

I

t

Affix tier
Association

I

cvcvccvc

cvccvc
Root tier
Association

ktb

kt6
t

cVccVc
Rule (24)
and Reassociation

ktb

(kattab)

cVcVccVc
ktb

(takattab)

In sum, the basic formal apparatusthat is specific to Arabic grammar(ratherthan
being part of the universal theory of autosegmentalphonology) that generates the binyanim is the list in (26):
(26) a.

The prosodic template (14a) and rule (14b)

b.

The affixes 2, t, n, and st

c.

The Flop and Erasurerules (19) and (24)

In addition, the grammarmust contain a specificationfor each binyanof its choice from
the vocabularyof prosodic templates and of affixes. For example, the sixth binyan will
4Further analysis of the relationbetween the second and fifth binyanim,as describedin note 3, would
probablyeliminatethe need to refer to both of them in the formulationof (24).
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select the template [CVCVVCVC]generated by (14a) and the affix t. The only other
formal device needed is, obviously, a list of triconsonantalroots.
Consideringthe complexityof the phenomena,it is remarkablethat so few stipulated
mechanismsare needed to capturea great numberof generalizations.Interestingly,this
analysis has quite a numberof specific empiricalconsequences other than those already
discussed.
First, consider the triliteralbinyanimXII-XV. These are indisputablyrare;nevertheless, they do occur, they were recognized as binyanimin the classical grammatical
tradition,and they usually are fairly transparentlyrelated to a verb of the first binyan
or perhaps a noun. They are almost always intransitive.
They form a naturalclass in the prosodic template notation, since all of them are
formedon the template[CCVCCVC].They are also peculiarin havingaffixalmaterialinfixes w, n, suffix y-that is never prefixed, unlike the reflexive morphemet of the
fifth, sixth, and eighth binyanim. Therefore, there seems to be no reason to suppose
that a flop rule is operating here, so the additionalcomplication of these very rare
conjugationsis that rules of association must indicate where the affixes are to be fixed
on the prosodic template:
(27) a.

CCVCCVC

b. CCVCCVC

I

I

{w}

y

After these two special association rules on the affixal tiers, the usual association
conventions apply to the root tier, yielding the intermediaterepresentationsin (28):
(28) a.

XII

b. XIII

XL

c.

XIV

d. XV

XL~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~LI

w

w

n

n

ccvccv,c

ccvccv,c

ccvccxvc

ccv cvb

ktb

ktb

ktb

y

ktb

The forms ktanbabin (28c) and ktanbayin (28d) are correct results and so require
no further comment. (28a) and (28b), on the other hand, are subject to a generalized
version of the Erasurerule (24), which has the same effect on both forms, yielding (29):
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ii

I
CCvCCvC

ktb

After Erasure, we expect reassociationfrom the nearest consonant slot on the left-in
this case, w. But since the root and the infix are representationson separate autosegmental tiers, it is possible to reassociate either from the infixed w or from the second
root consonant t and still produce a well-formedrepresentation.In fact, the twelfth and
thirteenthbinyanimdifferon exactly that point-on whetherthe infix or the second root
consonant is geminated:XII ktawtab, XIII ktawwab. The final result is the representations in (30a,b):
(30) a.

b. XIII

XII

VL~~~~~~~~[
w

w

I
CCVCCVC

CCVCCVC
ktb

k<!tb
[L

~

My general conclusion is that these rare binyanimrequire no more theoretical or
grammaticalapparatusthan the more common binyanim,other than the peculiaraffixes
in (27). They can be subsumed under basically the same rubrics. The same is more
significantlytrue for the quadriliteralverb forms.
Arabic recognizes four quadriliteralbinyanim,the first two fairly common and the
last two ratherrare. In several respects, we can identify all the quadriliteralbinyanim
with correspondingtriliteralones. Considerthe parallelcharacteristicsin (31):
II
kattab
b. V
takattab
c. XIV
ktanbab
d. XI
ktaabab

(31) a.

QI
dahraj
QII
tadahraj
QIJI
dhanraj
QIV
dharjaj
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The formal similaritiesbetween correspondingtriliteraland quadriliteralbinyanimare
quite clear in terms of the analysis proposed here. In every case, the corresponding
forms in both columns are built on the same prosodictemplateand have the same affixes
t and n. A partialexception to the overall similarityin (31) is (31d), where both forms
result from the same prosodic template but with differentrealizationsof the template
slot that is designatedonly as [ + seg].5
For these reasons, we need not stipulatefour other binyanimthat are restrictedto
quadriliteralroots. Rather, it is enough to notate four of the triliteralbinyanimas also
allowing the applicationof quadriliteralroots to their templates:binyanimII, V, XIV,
and XI (where [ + seg] is C). The direct result of left-to-rightassociation of affixes and
of the four-consonantroot dhrjis shown in (32):
(32) a.

QI

b.

cvCCvC

dhr
F

c.

QII

d. QIV

QIJI

I
A

CCvCCvC

n

t

~CVCVCCVC
dhijcv
dhd

dhrj

CVCC
ccvcycv
dhrj

The gemination in (32d) is a familiarresult of spreadingfrom the left. One question
raised by these forms is, If QI and QIl are formally instances of the second and fifth
triliteralbinyanim, why does the Erasurerule (24) not apply in (32a) and (32b)? Since
these forms are in the second and fifth binyanim, we would expect erasure of the
association between the root consonant r and its slot on the template. Actually, we can
allow Erasureto apply in quadriliterals.Its outputwill be subjectto the second universal
association convention in section 2.2, immediatelyundoingthe effects of Erasure and
yielding (32a) and (32b).
In sum, the whole quadriliteralscheme requiresno elaborationof the apparatusand
bears clear and demonstrably correct formal relationshipsto correspondingtriliteral
binyanim.

Another empirical consequence of this theory lies in the treatment of so-called
geminate roots in Arabic. There is quite a numberof roots (perhaps200) whose second
and third radicals are apparentlyidentical:smm, hil, mdd, etc. Greenberg's(1978) statistical study of native vocabularyalso found about 20 verb roots with identicalfirst and
third radicals: qlq, ndn. There is also a large numberof roots restrictedto nouns with
identicalfirst and thirdradicals:OalaaO'three'. But certainlyin Arabic, and reasonably
' Furthersimilaritieshold at other levels. AlthoughQI is not generallycausativelike the second triliteral
binyan, the other quadriliteralbinyanimshare some semanticcorrespondenceswith triliterals.The second
quadriliteralbinyanis, like the fifthtriliteral,generallyreflexiveor resultative.Liketheirtriliteralcounterparts,
QlIl and QIV are usually intransitiveand stative.
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confidently in the other major Semitic languages, there are no verbal or nominal roots
with identical first and second radicals, except for the unique Arabic noun dadan, a
nurseryword for 'plaything'.The grammarsalso note a unique Arabic root yyy, which
means 'to write the letter y'.
This asymmetryin distributionalrestrictionsbetween first and second root position
versus other positions has not yet received a satisfactory explanation. Consider two
representativeroots with identicalradicalsin the permittedpositions, like qlq and smm.
The first, qlq, is unremarkablein the autosegmentaltreatment,and is formallyindistinguishablefrom entirely regularroots like ktb. But the second, smm, as well as all other
geminate roots, must be represented formally as a biliteral root sm according to the
revised ObligatoryContourPrinciplepresentedin section 2.2, in the most highly valued
grammar.This holds for each morphemeseparatelyor, strictly speaking,for each morphologicallydefined autosegmentaltier. Consequently,it does not apply to heteromorphemic sequences of adjacent identical units. If there were a (traditional)root of the
nonoccurringtype designated as ssm, this root would be formally identical to smm
because of the operationof the ObligatoryContourPrinciple.Given this apparatus,the
convention of left-to-rightassociation can explain the absence of verbs or nouns like
sasam versus the existence of samam.

Now consider the mappingof the biliteralroot onto the prosodic template of the
first binyan perfective:
(33) CVCVC

IVX

sm

(samam)

Because mappingis from left to right, only the second radicalis geminatedby automatic
spreading.This gemination has nothing to do with the morphologyof any binyan-it
depends only on filling up the available slots. Given left-to-rightassociation, though,
there is no way, short of additionalunmotivatedrules, to induce geminationof the first
radical, so we will never end up with first binyan verbs like *sasam. This is, in fact,
exactly the rightresult, and it clearly accountsfor this tremendousskewingof the Arabic
(and Semitic) lexicon.6
In brief, Arabic allows roots of two, three, and four consonants, all of them subject
to the ObligatoryContour Principle. Biconsonantal roots are realized on the surface
with geminationof the second consonant as a direct consequence of the universalleft6 This analysis of biliteralroots is furtherconfirmedby data from the Bedouin
Hijazi Arabic language
game described in section 2.1. Under this game, a form with a biliteralroot like hall 'he solved' can be
transformedonly to lahh and not to *lalhor *lahl. This is exactly whatwe wouldexpect if the game permutes
a biliteralroot hi, and then this root is mappedonto a [CVCC]templateby the associationconventions.
I should note that this synchronicanalysis is neutralwith respect to the diachronicquestionof whether
proto-Semitichad biliteralforms. This historical problemrefers to actual surface representations,not to
representationson an abstractautosegmentallevel.
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to-rightassociationconvention. Note also that the ObligatoryContourPrincipleexcludes
quadriliteralroots with adjacentidenticalautosegments,like hypothetical*ddrjor *drrj.
In fact, this is the right result; there are no QI verbs of the type *dadraj.
This theory also predicts the occurrence of doubly reduplicatedroot consonants.
The only limitationon such reduplicationis the differencebetween the numberof root
consonants and the numberof empty consonantalslots in the template.Arabicroutinely
shows double reduplicationin the second andfifthbinyanimwith roots like sm: sammam,
tasammam. These are represented formally as follows:

(34) a.

CVCCVC
sm

b. F
t

V
Y

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~I

~~cvcvccxc
sm

The representationsin (34) are subjectto the Erasurerule, but its effect is automatically
reversed by the applicationof the third universalassociation convention in section 2.2.
So (34) does, in fact, give the output form of the consonantism.
There is a furtherresult of this analysis of biconsonantalverbal roots. Because of
the autosegmentaltreatment,there is a particularformalcharacteristicsharedby biliteral
roots and those triliteraland quadriliteralroots that appearin binyanimwith characteristic gemination. In every case, gemination is representedformally as a one-to-many
association from the root tier to the prosodic template. This representationdoes not
hold, however, of adjacent identical consonants that come from different morphemes
and consequentlyfrom differentautosegmentaltiers, such as root and affix. This makes
a difference in the conditioningof a phonologicalrule of some generality.
The alternations in inflected forms of a biliteral root in (35a) are paralleled by
alternations of a triliteral root in the ninth and eleventh binyanim in (35b) and of a
quadriliteralroot in the QIV binyan in (35c):
(35) a.
b.
c.

samamtu'I poisoned' yasmumna'they (f.) will poison'
samma 'he poisoned' yasummu'he will poison'
sfarartu'I was yellow'
sfarra 'he was yellow'
smaMlaltu'I hastened'
smaUalla'he hastened'

The alternationsin (35) reflect a process applied to underlyingstems like /samam/. If
two identical consonants are separatedby a short vowel, and if the second of them is
also followed by a vowel, then the two consonants are joined into a geminate cluster.
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Thus, underlying/samama/ becomes samma and underlying/yasmumu/becomes yasummu, but /samamtu/and !yasmumna/remainunchanged.Similareffects appearin the
derived binyanimfrom nongeminateroots in (35b) and (35c).
Whatis significantfor the theory here is that this process does not apply to identical
consonants that do not belong to the same root. Thus, the eighthbinyanktatab does not
become *kattab, since the first t is affixal and the second is radical.The same situation
holds for V yatatabbafu 'he will pursue' and VI yatataaba'u 'he will succeed', where
the second t is the first consonantof the root /tbi/. The process also fails with maqatataa
'they (f. du.) detested', where the first t is part of the root mqt and the second is an
inflectionalaffix of the feminine.
Althoughthese facts seem to demandsome baroquemorphologicalconditions,there
is in fact quite a simple solution underthe analysis presentedhere. All cases where the
cluster-formingprocess does apply are those in which the identical consonants are
representedby the association of a single consonantalautosegmentwith two slots of the
prosodic template. The process fails to apply when the identical consonants are in
differentmorphemes,and consequently appearon differentautosegmentaltiers. In this
case there is no one-to-manyassociation. Therefore, it suffices to say that the process
applies only to template positions that are associated with the same element on the
autosegmental tier. If we suppose, following Brame (1970), that the cluster-forming
process collapses metathesis and deletion rules, then it can be formulatedas (36):
(36) Metathesis

1 2 34 5 -*1 (3), 245
(V)XCViCV

Condition:a D -b
The angled brackets and the condition distinguishthe two cases on the left and on the
right in (35a). These aspects of the rule are not underconsiderationhere, and could be
reformulated.What is relevant, though, is the fact that both affected consonants must
be associated with the same melodic element at;it does not suffice that they are merely
identical. Metathesis will thereforeapply to the geminatedroot consonants in (36), but
it will be unable to apply to the forms cited in the text where the identical consonants
are representedon separateautosegmentaltiers, since they are in differentmorphemes.
A few additional facts suggest a slight complication of the Metathesis rule (36).
Second and fifth binyan forms from geminate roots do not undergoMetathesis. Thus,
/sammama/and /tasammama/do not yield *samamma and *tasamamma. Referringto
the representationof these forms with double reduplicationin (34), we can see a simple
way to block the applicationof Metathesis. We can requirethat a. have no association
lines to the left of the one associated with the C-slot in position 2 of the structural
description. Following Kahn (1976), I will notate this as shown in (37):
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x

Condition:a D -b
This additionprovides that the first identical consonant will not itself be a geminate.
We have seen in some detail the behavior of biliteral, triliteral,and quadriliteral
roots. Quinqueliteralroots, althoughthey are not native to the Semitic languages, do
nevertheless occur. Arabic has some quinqueliteralroots that appear in nouns. These
are invariably loanwords or, in a few cases, acronyms. There are some examples of
denominalverbs derived from these nouns quite transparently.When this happens, the
final consonant of the root in the derived verb simply disappears, and the result is a
typical quadriliteralverb: magnatiis 'magnet',magnat 'to magnetize(QI)'; qalansuw(at)
'cap', taqalnas 'to wear a cap (QIL)'.Accordingto left-to-rightassociation, a root like
mgnts will associate with the CVCCVCprosodic template as illustratedin (38):
(38) CVCCVC

\ I1/

(magnat)

What happens is that the universalassociation convention leaves s strandedat the right
without a consonantalslot. It cannot attach to any of the alreadyfilled slots because of
the usual prohibition against many-to-one association in nontonal systems. Consequently, final s remains unattachedand receives no phonetic realization. The left-torightmappingcorrectly predictsthat the unassociatedconsonantwill be at the rightside
of the root. Such behavior is attested as well in the nominal system, described in
McCarthy(1979).7
3.3. Vocalism

As I have already noted, certain verbal categories such as aspect and voice are marked
on the variousbinyanimnot by the disarrangementof consonantismbut ratherby altering
the quality of the vowels of the stem in a systematic way. This is untrue of the first
7Although quadriliteralroots are usuallyconfinedto theirfour binyanim,there is some evidence of the
extension of quadriliteralroots to binyanimthat provideonly three C-slots in the prosodictemplate,with the
expected loss of the supernumerary
consonant.It has long been notedthat manyquadriliteralroots have nearsynonymous triliteraldoublets: .fam?al'to be scattered', gamaf 'id.'; xalbas 'to deceive with soft words',
xalab 'id.'. Usually the rightmostconsonantis lost in the triliteralform, thoughnot invariablyso. These facts
clearly could be analyzedas suggestedin (38), althoughmore study is needed.
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triliteralbinyan, so my subsequent remarksin this section are restricted to the other
binyanim,and I will returnto the problemof the first binyan later in section 3.4.
Let us examine the natureof this systematic variationin vowel quality. In the first
column of table 1 above, the stem contains from two to four vocalic morae, all of which
are a. In the second column, the last vowel is i but the other one to three vowels are
u. We will skip the third column for the moment, proceedingin the same way with the
remainingcolumns. The net result is the following set of vowel patternsassociated with
verbal categories:
(39) Perfective Active
Perfective Passive
ImperfectivePassive
Active Participle
Passive Participle

a2

u3 i
u
u a]i
ua2

Each of these verbal vowel patternsserves for all binyanimbut I. Each patternhas one
vowel that spreads to fill up all the spaces in the stem except those that are occupied
by other vowels fixed at either end of the stem.
We now have two generalizationsto account for:
(A) The categories in (39) do not alter the canonical shape of the stem.
(B) The categories in (39) do alter vowel quality.
The one exception to the first of these generalizationsis that the imperfectiveprefixes
V and the participles prefix mV to the stems of the binyanim. Actually, both the imperfective and the participles prefix the prosodic template affix [CV]. The melody associated with V depends on the categories in (39), while the one associated with C is
invariablym in the participleand varies with subjectagreementin the imperfective.This
phenomenon, which is discussed at greater length in McCarthy(1979), shows that we
can have affixes composed solely of prosodic template material,like the prefix [CV].
Apartfrom this, it is apparentthat the differencein the categories of (39) lies solely
in the quality of the vowels. Consequently, we can isolate melodies from each of the
vowel patterns in (39). These melodies are the morphemes that mark the indicated
categories, and they all appearon a morphologicallydefinedtier which takes [ + syllabic]
positions of the prosodic template as its set of tone-bearingelements:8
(40) a.

a

[ perfective 1
active

b.

u

i

[ perfective
passive

J

8 Here, as in the precedingsection, I represent
melodicelementsas the conventionalsegmentsa, i, and
u. These are intendedonly as convenientabbreviationsfor the featurebundlesof archisegmentsunspecified
for [syllabic]and [segmental].
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u a i

[ participle 1
active
j

passive

The universal conventions alone are not sufficient to ensure the correct association of
these melodies with the V-slots of the prosodic template. We must first apply rule (41),
which takes precedence over all the universalconventions:
(41) Vowel Association
VC]

i
This rule says that the melodic element i of the perfective passive and active participle
must be associated with the final vowel of the stem. The remainderof the association
is accomplishedby the first and thirduniversalconventions, left-to-rightassociation and
spreadingfrom the left.
A few sample derivationsof the vocalism run as follows:9
a.

(42)
by rule (41)

by first
convention

CVCVCVVCVC

CCVCVC

u a i

u i

cVcVcVVcVc

ccVcVc

u a ii

u

c.

CVCVVCVC
a

cVcVVcVc

a

V
cVcvcVVcVc
\W.

by third

b.

ccVcVc
I
!

u a Xu

N
cVcVVcVc

la

V

convention

(mutakaatib)

(ktutib)

(takaatab)

The melodies of the imperfectiveactive are somewhatmore complicated,since they
vary under phonological or morphologicalconditions. Three different melodies occur
9 Strictlyspeaking,the full representationsin (42) and laterexamplesshouldcontainthe materialon root
and affix tiers analyzedin section 3.2. These additionaltiers, however, cannot be convenientlydepicted on
a printedpage. The readermay visualizethemas appearingabove the prosodictemplateand on anotherplane
perpendicularto the one containingthe rest of the representation.
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on the surface,all of which are correctlyassociatedwith theirtemplatesby the procedure
illustratedin (42):
(43)

Binyanim

Melodies

a.

II, III, IV, QI

u a i

b.

VII, VIII, IX, X, XI,
XII, XIII, XIV, XV,
QIII, QIV
V, VI, QII

a i

c.

a

In McCarthy (1979) it is argued that all three melodies in (43) are derived from the
underlyingmelody u-a-i (43a) by partly morphologicallyconditioned rules deleting u
and i melodic elements. I will not repeat the details of this analysis here, but will simply
observe that the single melody in (43a) is the basic form of the imperfective melody
under this analysis.
3.4. The First Binyan

We will now turn to the issues presented by the somewhat more varied finite forms of
the first triliteralbinyan. (Discussion of the participles, which involve furthercomplications, can be found in McCarthy(1979).)The firstbinyanis uniquein thatthe canonical
patternof the perfective stem [CVCVC]differs other than in prefixationof [CV] from
the canonicalpatternof the imperfective[CVCCVC].We can accountfor this alternation
by rule (14b), which transforms an underlying [CVCVCVC]prosodic template to a
derived [CVCCVC]one. Thus, the first binyanregularlyreceives the usual [CV] prefix
in the imperfectiveand is then subject to elision of the middle vowel.'0 A conventional
segmental rule with similareffect is formulatedby Brame (1970).
A furtherpeculiarityof the first binyan, and a much more complicatedone, lies in
the vocalism. We have isolated a single perfective and a single imperfectivemelody for
the active of all other binyanim, but this result does not carry over to the active voice
of the first triliteralbinyan. First of all, in this binyan the vowel of the initial syllable
is invariably a in both aspects. We will record this observation with a special rule
insertingthis vowel, associated with the first vowel of the stem:
(44)

[First Binyan
Active

J

[C V

a

'1 The informationabout hierarchicstructureencoded into (14b) by means of square bracketsensures
that, although(14b)demonstrablyappliesin the templateof first binyanimperfectives,it fails to apply in fifth
and sixth binyanimperfectivesyatakattaband yatakaatab.
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Separate generalizationshold for the second syllable. It is subject to alternations
in a complex set of ablaut classes, which are exemplifiedin (45):
(45)

Perfective Imperfective Examples
a.
a
i
darab, yadrib
'beat'
b.
a
u
katab, yaktub
'write'
c.
i
a
Talim,ya7lam
'know'
d.
u
u
hasun, yahsun
'be beautiful'

Some of these ablaut patterns are associated with verbs of a particularsemantic class,
though not strictly. Ordinarily,the first binyanform of a particularroot is restrictedto
just one of these ablaut classes, but some slippage appears. There are also rare cases
of anomalousablaut, exhaustingalmost all the possibilities.
It is obvious that we can give only a lexical account of assignmentof any given root
to an ablaut class. It is furtherclear that there is no unambiguousablautfunction from
perfective to imperfective or vice versa. That is, given any vowel in one aspect, we
cannot uniquely determine its quality in the other aspect. Nevertheless, it is possible
to relate imperfectiveto perfective if we exclude class (45d), which also has the regular
semanticpropertyof stativity. The ablautredundancyrule (46), whichreflects essentially
the same observationas its counterpartin Chomskyand Halle (1968),invokes a polarity
shift between aspects on the first binyan melody:
(46) Ablaut
[Lxhigh]

-~

o|
[imperfective]

[- Thigh1
tback J
[perfective]

Unlike the formulationgiven by Chomsky and Halle, rule (46) is a generalizationover
the perfective and imperfectivemelodies, ratherthan the actual vowel segments of the
stem. This has a few extremely interestingconsequencesfor some facts we have already
discussed.
First, consider the underlyingmelodies of the perfective and imperfectiveactive in
the derived binyanim.They are repeated below for convenience:
(47) a.

Perfective active

a

b.

Imperfectiveactive

u a i
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Now if the Ablaut rule (46) is appliedto the imperfectivemelody, it will relate the final
i of the melody to a. Then, by the revised ObligatoryContourPrinciplediscussed earlier
in connection with the treatmentof biliteralroots, this a collapses with the preceding
identical melodic element into the single unit [- high]. Therefore, it remains only to
erase the initialu portionof the imperfectivemelody to yield the perfectiveof the derived
binyanim.I will formulatethis as the redundancyrule (48):
(48) [+ high]

[

[imperfective]

[perfective]

An even strongerargumentfor the prosodic analysis can be made from the imperfective
and perfective passive melodies, repeated in (49):
(49) a.

b.

Perfective passive

ui

Imperfectivepassive

ua

The Ablaut rule (46) also expresses the relationbetween these two melodies, but with
a furtherconsequence when the melodies are mappedonto segments. The second element of the melody spreads in the imperfectivepassive, so it is impossible to state the
polaritygeneralizationjust on vowels, since up to four morae might be associated with
that melodic element. If Ablaut (46) were just a segmentalrule (as is its counterpartin
Chomsky and Halle (1968)), then it would systematicallyrelate an imperfectivepassive
form like utakaatabto the nonexistentperfective passive form *tukaatibratherthan the
actual tukuutib.It is only at the level of the autosegmentalmelody that the Ablaut rule
can express the aspectual relationshipsof the passive. This particularphenomenon,
then, lends strong supportto the prosodic analysis.
4. Conclusions
What has emerged in the above discussion is a partialgrammarof Arabic verbal morphology that capturesa numberof significantbut otherwiseinexpressiblegeneralizations
with a simple and elegant set of language-particular
rules and representationsand with
the mostly independentlymotivated universal apparatusof autosegmentalphonology.
This analysis and its concomitanttheoreticalprinciplesconstitute, without elaboration,
a contributionto the problem of nonconcatenativemorphologyas instantiatedin a Semitic language.
We can, however, delineate more sharply some of the results for linguistictheory
that follow from these considerations. Two main points are discussed below: the ap-
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propriateformal power of morphologicalrules, and ways of extending this prosodic
theory of morphology to the treatment of nonconcatenativephenomena, particularly
reduplication, in languages other than Arabic. Some further results, concerned with
reduplicationordering paradoxes and with the internal structure of the lexicon in a
largely nonconcatenativemorphologicalsystem, can be found in McCarthy(1979).
4.1. Formal Properties of MorphologicalRules
We have seen that,just at the level of surfacephenomena,Arabicexhibits a wide variety
of nonconcatenativemorphology:ablaut processes, apparentmovements of segments
to restructurecanonicalpatterns,reduplication,andinfixation.One resultof the prosodic
theory is that all of this manipulationcan be accomplishedwithout recourse to transformationalformalism. In generative studies of nonconcatenativemorphologicalsystems, the only means of describingphenomenalike reduplicationand infixationhas been
the use of transformationalnotation-ordinarily reserved for phonologicalrules of metathesis and coalescence-to copy or move segments. In the analysis presented here,
however, it is sufficientto captureall the relevantgeneralizationsif the theory provides
morphemeson autosegmentaltiers, morphologicalrules of the form A -> B / X, and the
universaland partlylanguage-particular
apparatusof autosegmentalphonology. No need
was demonstratedfor the richer transformationalformalism,in spite of the complexity
of the phenomenaand the depth of the analysis.
In the light of these observations, I propose the following universalprinciple:
(50) MorphologicalRule Constraint(MRC)
All morphologicalrules are of the formA -* B / X, where A is a single element
or zero and B and X are (possibly null) stringsof elements.
That is, morphologicalrules must be context-sensitive rewrite rules affecting no more
than one segment at a time, and no richer type of rule is permittedin the morphology.
It is to be assumed that the MRC applies to rules which have alreadybeen put in their
most highly valued form accordingto the familiarprocedurefor minimizationof features
in Chomsky and Halle (1968).This is to eliminatethe possibilityof subvertingthe MRC
by translatingsome morphologicaltransformationsinto complex conjunctionsof nontransformationalmorphologicalrules.
It is obvious that a theory that incorporatesthe MRC stronglygenerates a smaller
class of grammarsthan a theory without this constraint.Morphologicaltransformations
potentiallyallow any arbitraryoperationon a segmental string. For example, transformationalmorphologicalrules can freely move particularsegmentsan unboundeddistance
within the word, copy all and only the vowels in a word, or reverse strings of finite
length. If the segmentalrepresentationis furtherenrichedby permittingintegralindexing
of segments, as in Chomsky's (1951)analysis of ModernHebrewintercalationdescribed
in the appendix, then morphologicaltransformationscan performtheir arbitraryoper-
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ations on only the prime or factor-of-twelve numberedsegments in the word with no
furtherenrichmentof the formalism.
These examples, althoughbizarre,are not facetious. It is a fact that a morphological
theory without the MRC allows all of these types and in some cases values them more
highly than morphologicalrules that actuallyoccur in some language.A theory with the
MRC is therefore significantlymore explanatorythan one without it.
Of course, one could object that althoughthe MRCdelimitsa theory with lessened
strong generativecapacity, it has no correspondingeffect on weak generativecapacity.
It is fine to eliminate morphologicaltransformations,so the argumentgoes, but isn't it
possible to encode the same effects into the phonologicalrules, which do allow transformationalformalism?
The defect in this argumentis that it takes no cognizance of the theory of phonological rule naturalnesswhich, althoughonly imperfectlyunderstoodat this point, nevertheless must be a part of linguistic theory as a whole. To see how this works, let us
examine the archetypicalphonologicalrules that must be formulatedtransformationally:
rules of metathesis. It has been observed both traditionallyand in more recent studies
(Ultan (1971)) that only a very limited set of possible metathesis rule types exists,
depending on phonetic properties of the affected segments. One type is vowel-liquid
metathesis, represented, for example, by the Maltese rule of Brame (1972). This apparentlyreflects a more general type of metathesisbetween neighboringcontinuantsof
unequalsonority, as the Latvianvowel-glide metathesisof Halle and Zeps (1966)shows.
Another sort is stop-spirant metathesis, like the Akkadianrule of section 2.1. An apparentlydistinct type, involving identical consonants separatedby a vowel, is attested
in the Classical Arabic rule of section 3.2.
It is fairly clear from these brief observations, as well as others by Ultan (1971),
that there exists a quite limited set of possible metathesis rules, which we could characterize as a preliminarytheory of naturalmetathesis. Althoughlinguistictheory allows
full transformationalformalismin phonologicalrules, it is nevertheless subject to this
sort of substantive constraint. Therefore, only a small subset of the formally possible
metathesisrules will actuallyoccur, since manypossibilitieswill be excludedon phonetic
grounds. Notice, however, that it is impossible to place any such constraints on the
phonetic naturalnessof morphologicalrules. It follows directlyfrom l'arbitrairedu signe
that phonetically determined considerationsof naturalnesshave no place in morphological rules. Therefore,any constrainton the morphologymust be an essentially formal
one, like the MRC.
I conclude, then, that a linguistic theory that incorporatesthe MRC is more constrainedthan and consequently superiorto a theory that does not, all other things being
equal. The most striking confirmationfor the empirical validity of this restriction on
linguistic theory is the grammarof the Classical Arabic verb developed above. Despite
morphologicalphenomenathat appear to invite analysis by morphologicaltransformations, a revealinganalysis was constructedthat relies entirelyon the universalapparatus
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of a version of autosegmentalphonology and language-particularcontext-sensitive rewrite rules.
4.2. Beyond Arabic
It is clear that ordinaryconcatenative morphologicalprocesses can be formulatedin a
way entirelyconsistent with the MRC. The same is true of relativelysimpleablautrules,
like those found in the English strongverb system. On the other hand, there are several
types of phenomenathat have usually been analyzed in other languagesas the results
of morphologicaltransformations.This is particularlytrue of reduplication,which has
received the most attention. Although the materialin the literatureis far beyond any
individual'scapacity for reanalysis, it is neverthelesspossible to show that the prosodic
theory proposed here accounts for a variety of observations that have not been adequately dealt with previously. I will conclude with a brief discussion of some recent
refinementsof this model of reduplication.
Let us considerthe basic characteristicsof reduplicationin the prosodic model. The
basis of Arabic morphology is a set of prosodic templates that vowel and consonant
melodies are mapped onto by certain rules of great generality. Reduplicationcan be
characterizedformally as a one-to-many association of a single melodic element with
the slots of the prosodic template. That is, reduplicationis just an instance of the more
general autosegmentalphenomenon of spreading.This is the case, for example, with
reduplicationof the u portion of the perfect passive melody in sixth binyan tukuutibor
of the final root consonant in ninth binyan ktabab. In every instance, the surface reduplicationis not a consequence of a transformationalrule but ratherof the spreading
of a particularmelodic element to fill up the available slots of the template.
Althoughthe bulk of Arabic reduplicationresults from spreadingof melodies onto
a template made up of V and C positions, this is not always true. Another kind of
reduplicationshows how far the notions of association and morphologicallydefined tier
can take us in dealing with problematicmorphologicaltypes. In Arabic a number of
quadriliteralverbs are of the patternCiVCjCiVCj:
gargar 'to gargle',waswas 'to whisper',
zalzal 'to shake'. As is apparentfrom the glosses, these forms have some sort of elusive
onomatopoetic effect. These words are not generallyrelated to any triliteralverbs, so
there is little evidence here for a word-formationprocess. Therefore,I will concentrate
on Biblical Hebrew, where this evidence does exist. My remarks about the formal
character of this sort of reduplicationhold equally well for Arabic, so no theoretical
point hinges on switching languageshere.
In Hebrew, traditionalgrammarrecognizes a binyan known as the pilpel, and a
related reflexive hitpalpel. In attested cases, these are formed from biconsonantalroot

types: "

" The vowel ai in the Hebrew forms in (51b) is a very short, schwa-likevowel. It is introducedby a
relatively late phonologicalrule described in detail in McCarthy(1979). It may be freely ignored in the
morphologicalanalysis. Furthercomplicationsin the transcriptionof BiblicalHebrew vowels are irrelevant
to the issues at hand.
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(51) a.

root:
first binyan:
pilpel:
hitpalpel:
b. root:
first binyan:
pilpel:
hitpalpel:

J. McCARTHY

gl
galal 'to roll (intrans.)'
gilgel 'to roll (trans.)'
hitgalgel 'to roll oneself along'
s
saS?al'to be smeared'
'to stroke'
siMsasaT
'to indulgeoneself'
histaS,qsasa

Semantically, the pilpel generally has the usual transitivizingor causative force of the
piSel (= Arabic second binyan), while the hitpalpelis a reflexive like the hitpa7el (=
Arabic fifth binyan). In formal terms, the pilpel and the hitpalpelare just instances of
the Hebrew reflexes of the Arabic second and fifth binyanim, with which they share
similarsemantics and identical prosodic templates.
The autosegmentalinterpretationof these facts is that a biconsonantalroot is expanded to fit a prosodic template-the [CVCCVC] template of the causative and
[CVCCVCCVC]of the reflexive-with four empty slots. However, in this case the
expansion is not effected by reduplicatinga single root consonant, but ratherby reduplicatingthe entire root. Now, with a slight enrichmentof the notion of a morphological
tier, it is possible to speak of a mappingbetween morphemepositions ratherthandirectly
between elements of a morphemeand the correspondingtemplate. That is, the root is
reduplicatedby a one-to-many morpheme-to-morphemeassociation, and then the elements of these morphemesare mappedonto the prosodic template. I will representthis
formally in the following way:
(52) a.

CVCCVC

b.
hit

{~~~~~~
gi

v
CVCfVCCVC

gl

[root]

[root]

[root]

gl

gl

[root]

[root]

[root]

That is, reduplicationis accomplished here by mappingone root morphemeonto two
root morpheme positions in a separate tier. The units contained in these derivative
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morphemes are then mapped onto the prosodic template. All of this mappingfollows
directlyfrom the usual conventions. The sole thing that is stipulatedis that verbs of this
type in Hebrew (or in Arabic) have associated with them two positions labeled p.
[root]

so the root can be reduplicated.This extra stipulationis justified because the usual result
of mappinga biconsonantalroot onto a four-slot template is double reduplication,like
sibbeb 'he surrounded'(cf. also (34)). Reduplicationof the entire root is limited to a
lexically-governedclass of verbs in Hebrew, but formally similar morphemereduplication is encounteredfrequentlyin other languages.
Clearlythis mechanismwill work in Arabic;moreover,Arabichas some additional
evidence that verbs like zaizala constitute a definableclass within the lexicon. One bit
of evidence is the semanticconsistency of this class alludedto earlier:these forms seem
to referto repeated,iterativeoperations.A much strongerargumentlies in the formation
of gerunds or infinitivesfrom verbs of this class. Verbs like zalzala often form gerunds
of the patternzalzaal, galgaal, and so on. However, no other triliteralor quadriliteral
verb can form a gerund of this pattern. Therefore, the rule responsible for just this
type of gerund must be able to refer directly to verbs with reduplicatedbiconsonantal
roots. The theory offered here allows exactly this, since verbs of this type all have two
p. slots associated with them.
[root]

A furtherextension of this theory also handles the forms in a very rare binyan of
Hebrew. This is the paalaal, which seems to be connected with intensificationof some
sort. For instance, correspondingto the first binyan form sahar 'to go about' is the
paal7al form sdharhar'to palpitate'.Clearly,it is not the whole root that is reduplicated
here, but ratherthe final syllable of the stem. Now the prosodic templateof the pDahal
is somewhat anomalous in Hebrew, since it involves an otherwise nonoccurring
[CVCVCCVC]prosodictemplate.I suggestthat it is derivedfromthe [CVCVC]template
of the first binyan by suffixationof the syllable [CVC], and that then the syllables of the
first binyan are mapped-as always, from left to right-onto the syllables of this new
template. I will characterizethis process using the notation for syllable structuredeveloped by Kahn (1976):
(53) poaUl?alform

CV

cr (JJ

first binyan form
root

CV
shr
W.

CVC CVC (- s;harhar)

cr

CVC

(
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In view of the paucityof relevantexamplesin Hebrew, this analysismust, of course,
be consideredtentative. Nevertheless, it suggests a rangeof possibilitieswhere prosodic
units other than C/V and o are represented in one-to-many associations. This theory
predicts that, in principle, any labeled prosodic category could be subject to reduplication. Thus, we might conjecturethat reduplicationof the prosodic category foot (Selkirk(forthcoming))is responsiblefor sporadicEnglishformationslike higgledy-piggledy.
This irregularEnglish process is clearly not compelling evidence, but the prediction
made by the theory is confirmedby Nash's (1980)extensive analysis of verbal reduplication in Warlpiri.Nash demonstratesthat Warlpiriverbs productivelyform a sort of
intensive or distributivederivative by reduplicatingexactly the first metricalfoot. Besides the foot, if the syllable contains labeled internal subconstituentssuch as onset,
rhyme, or coda, we would plausibly expect these prosodic categories to reduplicateas
well. This indicates that there may be a much richer variety of units subject to reduplication than is representedby C/V prosodic templates.
In general, then, the formalbasis of reduplicationis the specificationof a template
composed of positions such as V and C or > and the regularautosegmentalmapping
onto that template. No special rules of reduplicationare needed-the phenomenon
simply arises whenever the universal or language-particularrules of association yield
a one-to-many association between the melody and the template. Morphologicalcategories with characteristicreduplication,like the Arabic verbs of the zalzal type and the
related Hebrew pilpel, simply stipulate a template in which this sort of association
necessarily arises.

Not surprisingly,there are several interestingempiricalconsequences of this very
reduced apparatusfor describingreduplicationphenomena.
First, the directionalityof reduplicationis, in general, invariant.Since the direction
of reduplication-the position of the reduplicatedstring with respect to the rest of the
form-is a direct consequence of the direction of association, a left-to-rightrule of
association yields reduplicationat the right end of the stem. Clearly, other rules of
association, right-to-leftin particular,could yield otherdirectionsof reduplication.However, the prediction, generally borne out by the Semitic verb data as well as by casual
observations of other languages,is that the apparentdirectionof differentreduplication
phenomena should be invariant.Languagescan deviate from this only at greater cost.
Thus, it requiresthe stipulationof an additionalrule, the Second, FifthBinyanimErasure
rule of section 3.2, to yield medial reduplicationin the forms kattab and takattab. As
in these forms, medial reduplication,which is apparentlyquite rare, will always require
an additionalstipulation. Thus, the unmarkedcase under the prosodic theory is for a
languageto reduplicateexclusively at the left or right stem boundary.
Second, there is only a very limited possibility in the prosodic theory of restricting
reduplicationto particularphonologicallydefined classes of forms. To see the significance of this, consider two putative reduplicationrules formulatedtransformationally.
One rule reduplicatesany final stringCVC, while the other reduplicatesthat stringonly
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if the final consonant is a lateral. These two rules are equally valued in the transformationaltheory; the first applies to CV[ + cons], the second to CV[+ lat]. This is, however, almost certainly the wrong prediction, and clearly the first rule should be much
more highly valued if the second is possible at all. In fact, one result of Moravcsik's
(1978) survey of a numberof reduplicationphenomenais that no phonetic specification
of the reduplicatedstringis ever necessary except its compositionin terms of V and C.
This observation is obviously supportedin detail by the analysis of Arabic presented
here. 12

Under the prosodic model, a morphologicalcategory which characteristicallyreduplicates simply stipulates an output template composed of V/C or [L.The template
cannot refer to the whole rich set of phonologicalfeatures. It is thereforeimpossible to
restrictreduplicationto forms sharingsome otherproperties,shortof additionalarbitrary
restrictionson the mappingrules.
A kind of corollaryto this propertyof the theory is the result that reduplicationis
limited to stringsthat form constituentsat some level of representation.The notions of
mappingand spreadingare meaningfulonly insofar as they involve the association of
constituentsat one level (like morphemes,syllables, or individualelements of the autosegmental melody) with units at another level (like V, C, a, or pLpositions in the
prosodictemplate).Association of a nonconstituentstringon one level with a constituent
stringon anotherlevel is excluded formallybecause it necessarily leads to an ill-formed
representationwith lines crossing. By this logic, then, there can be no Arabic binyan
characteristicallyformed like *katkatabfrom the root ktb. The only possible representation for this hypotheticalbinyan would be (54):
(54) CVCCVCVC

Since k and t do not exhaust a constituenton any tier, there is no way to derive *katkatab
without crossing association lines.
In sum, we see that the prosodic model of morphologynot only providesa revealing
account of the complexities of the Arabic verb, but also yields a rich variety of results
concerning the universal properties of nonconcatenative morphologicalphenomena,
particularlyreduplication. An earlier version of this work has generated several responses which, while occasionally suggestingsome refinementsof the theory to handle
some circumstancesnot attested in Arabic, have largely confirmedits basic insights.
12 A particularlycompellingresult of notating
reduplicationby means of a prosodic templatearises in
Cupeino,as describedby Hill (1970). Hill arguesthat the habilitativeconstructionis formedfrom consonantfinal stems by repeatedreduplicationuntil an outputtarget(that of havingtwo syllablesfollow the stress) is
reached. The template,then, can encode the outputtarget, and automaticspreadingeffectively reduplicates
until the templateis filled. A formalanalysisof these observationscan be found in McCarthy(1979).
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Harris (1980) and Halle and Vergnaud(1980) apply the prosodic model to some
relativelyintractableproblemsin Spanishand Hausapluralformationwith great success.
For example, Hausa has a fairly large class of nouns which reduplicatethe stem-final
consonant in the plural:
(55) Singular Plural
damoo
daimaamee 'land monitor'
bairaa
bair6orii 'servant'
These forms can be analyzed as [CVC] stem templates with [VV] template suffixes in
the singularand [VVCVV] templatesuffixes in the plural.The full representationof the
two pluralforms appears in (56):
b.

(56) a.
a

e

A

N

[CVC]VVCVV
dam

W

p
o

l

[CVCIVVCVV
bar

WL

The stem-finalconsonant is automaticallyassociated with the unspecified C-slot of the
template suffix, capturingthe fact that these plurals have characteristicreduplication.
Notice the role played by morphologicallydefined tiers in this representation:since the
plural suffix melodies a-e and o-i are represented on a separate tier from the stem
melodies dam and bar, the association of the final consonant can spread without inhibition.
These forms and the other Hausa data cited by Halle and Vergnaudsuggest the
first refinementof the prosodic theory. Recall how the grammarof Arabic ensures that
vowel melodies are associated with V-slots and consonant melodies with C-slots. Since
vowel melodies and consonant melodies invariablyappearon differentmorphologically
defined tiers in Arabic, it suffices to indicate for each tier what its melody-bearing
elements will be, either syllabic or nonsyllabicpositions in the prosodic template. This
proposal clearly will not suffice for Hausa and, in general, any language without the
Semitic consonantaland vocalic morphemes.A simpleenrichmentof the model provides
a ready account of this observation. Suppose we retainthe prosodictemplateunaltered,
but require, at least in some cases, that each melodic element bear an indication of
whether it is to be associated with a C or a V in the template. In effect, the melodic
elements will be specified as [ + syllabic]or [ - syllabic], and the association conventions
must match up values of this featurebetween the melodic and templatetiers. An explicit
procedurefor this matchingcan be found in Halle and Vergnaud(in preparation).
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Anotherpossible refinementof the prosodic theory comes from some reduplication
phenomenaof Tagalog. Lieber (1980)and Marantz(1980)have arguedthat data like that
in (57), based on work by Carrier(1979), present apparentcounterexamplesto simple
reduplicationby one-to-manyassociation.
(57) a.
b.

um-lakad 'walk'
kandilah 'candle'

pag-lalakad
'walking'
'candle
pag-kakandilah
vendor'

It is clear that the reduplicationprocess in (57) copies a CV sequence, concomitantly
shorteningthe vowel. Even with the enrichmentof the prosodic theory suggestedabove
in connection with Hausa, we cannot representreduplicationof a CV sequence where
both consonantal and vocalic melodic elements appear on the same morphologically
defined tier:
(58) CV [CVCVC]
lakad

Like (54), this ill-formedrepresentationwith associationlines crossing is a consequence
of attemptingto reduplicatea nonconstituenton a melodic tier.
Marantz(1980)proposes a straightforwardmodificationof the prosodic theory that
permits an account of data such as those from Tagalog. I will deviate somewhat from
his suggestionin the followingformulation.Let us suppose that some prosodic template
affixes bear the feature [ +reduplication], which induces special behavior. This feature
should not be taken as one of the familiartriggersof a reduplicationtransformationin
standardgenerative analyses. Rather, it has the effect of causing automaticcopying of
all the melodic elements in some morpheme-formally, all the daughtersof some p. in
a particulartier. This copied materialis then associated in the familiarway with the
C/V positions of the prosodic template affix. As in the analysis of Arabic, material
remainingunassociatedis consideredto be deleted or withoutphonetic effect. A sample
representationof the form (pag-)lalakadwill appearas shown in (59):
(59) [ + redup]
CV

lakad

[CVCVC]

lakad

The melodic elements kad which remain unassociated have no effect on the phonetic
output.
This rathersmall elaborationapparentlysolves the problempresented by the Tagalog data and similarfacts in a way which is well withinthe spiritof the prosodic theory
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of nonconcatenative morphologyadvanced here. It has most of the desirable characteristics of that theory, particularlythe lack of transformationalmorphologicalrules.
The copying induced by the presence of the feature [ + reduplication]is partof universal
grammar,not part of some language-particularreduplicationtransformation,and consequently it is irrelevantto the whole problemof restrictiveness. This formulationalso
allows an elegant characterizationof the apparentdifferences between reduplicationin
Classical Arabic and Tagalog:in the former, the feature [ +reduplication]plays no role,
so all reduplicationis a consequence of one-to-manyassociations derived by the usual
conventions. It remains to be seen whether other alternativesalong these general lines
for data of the Tagalog type can be found.
In sum, this success in applyingand extendinga theory that was originallyjustified
on the basis of Arabic morphology to such typologically diverse languages strongly
suggests that this model will yield rich insights into a wide variety of morphological
phenomena.
Appendix
In view of the apparent similarities between many of the notions of autosegmental
phonology and Harris's long components, we could reasonably expect the theory developed here to have been prefiguredsomewhat by earlier work. In fact, there exist
fairly detailed accounts of Biblical and Modern Hebrew in terms of the theory of long
components. I summarize these analyses in this appendix and I also include some
criticisms and other observations about them.
The first moderninsights into Semitic morphologyappearin Harris's(1941)analysis
of Biblical Hebrew. Harris proposes a list of morphemesdivided into three types on
formal and semantic grounds. The consonantal roots like ktb have the sort of general
meaningalluded to earlier. Morphemesof the second class, patterns, are composed of
vowels plus symbols from the set

"

",

":",

and affixal consonants. The dash marks

"the presence of some phoneme, usually a consonant, in close juncture" (Harris(1941,
152)).The colon is the familiarnotationfor consonant length. The meaningof a pattern
is essentially a modificationof the meaningof the root. So, for instance, the patternof
kattab would be notated _a :a with the meaning 'intensive, causative'. The third
class of morphemes is relatively uninteresting,consisting of those function words and
loans not obviously susceptible to root and patternanalysis.
The relationshipbetween morphemesof the root class and those of the patternclass
is expressed by a single statement of morphemeorder: membersof the root class are
intercalatedin patterns. This statement suffices, since any pattern will contain three
dashes, one for each of the consonants of the root, so the mappingof consonants to
slots is unambiguous.Thus, Harris has a very simple expression of the fundamental
morphologicalprocess of Hebrew. The cost of this simplicity is a significant loss of
generality in the characterizationof patterns. It is, therefore, an accident under this
theory that nearly all verb patternscontain a portionof the form V V , or that the
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vowels in all patterns with two vowels are placed in the same way with respect to the
dashes for the root consonants. The actually attested possibilities of intercalatingroots
and patternsare much more limited than this apparatusallows.
Chomsky's (1951)analysis of ModernHebrew eliminatesthis defect, though at the
cost of greatercomplexity in the intercalationprocess. Chomsky(1951, 17)offers general
schematafor roots and patternsof the form (60):
(60) a.
b.

R -> ClRCCR(:, sometimes, if C2 = Y2)
Vowel Pattern:a, - 12 where oai,12 = V or +

The notation CR in the definitionof a root refers to a set of morphophonemesthat can
occur in roots. The parenthesizedmaterialrefers to a special case where the medialroot
consonantis a high glide (hollow root). The definitionof a vowel patternis quite general;
the dash serves only to separatethe two vowels, and not to indicate the position taken
by a consonant. In practice, althoughnot in this formaldefinition,Chomskyalso allows
patterns with the symbol ":" immediately preceding 12, indicating gemination of a
consonant.
Since Chomsky's analysis is one of the earliest and most extensive demonstrations
of rule orderingwithin a modified structuralistframework,we can coherently speak of
a morphophonemicderivation. At the earliest stage of this derivation,there is a linear
concatenation of morphemesfrom the different classes. So, for instance, the stem of
kattab will have the remote representationktb+ a- :a. Several morphophonemicrules
applyto representationsof this sort. These rules must, by Chomsky'sorderingargument,
cruciallyprecede a morphophonemicrule of intercalation,formulatedas (61) (Chomsky
(1951, 23)):

(61) C {C2C3

+ Q-(:)Q2

CIQIC2(:) Q2C3

ljC1and

}

where Qi = Vi or k [i

-

=

1, 2]

Since the mode of applicationof this rule may not be entirelyperspicuous,I will attempt
to paraphraseit.
The consonants of a root and the vowels of a pattern are indexed by subscript
integers from left to right. In concatenation,the first vowel (Q ) is placed after the first
consonant (C,). If the second vowel is preceded by a colon, then the colon is placed
after C2, indicatinggeminationof the second root consonant. The colon is itself followed
by the second vowel (Q2) and then by the thirdroot consonant(C3). Curlybracketsand
squarebrackets both are identical in effect to the curly bracketsof Chomskyand Halle
(1968),except that the formerare expandedbeforethe latter.The resultof these notations
in (61), along with the reductionof "::", is that length of either C3 or Q2 or both in the
input is realized by length of C3 in the output.
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In essence, then, the operation of intercalationin Chomsky's analysis is a transformational rule that refers to indices on vowels and consonants according to their
positions in the stems and roots. While Harris stipulates for each pattern where consonants will fall within it by the dash notation, Chomskyabstractsaway to a generalized
vowel patternand writes a rule to indicatethe relativeorderingof membersof roots and
vowel patterns.
Although a model of insightfuland compact statement, Chomsky's analysis is descriptively inadequateon a few relevant points. One of these is the treatmentof quadriliteral roots. Although he disavows an explicit treatment of them, Chomsky does
tentatively suggest that these roots are accommodatedby replacing ":" with a root
consonantin vowel patternsof the form V -:V2. Thatis, a root consonantis substituted
formally for medial gemination. For example, replacementof ":" by g in the pattern
i-:e

would yield the quadriliteral verb tirgem 'he translated'. Apart from the obvious

fact that this requiresa new, ad hoc ruleto deal with quadriliteralroots, it also apparently
makes the incorrect claim that these roots are derived from triconsonantalroots by
augmentation.It is not possible to substitute any consonant for ":"; only g will do if
the rest of the root is tr4m. I conclude, then, that the mode of intercalationin (61) is
inadequatefor roots of four consonants.
Chomsky's analysis also fails, as does Harris's, to provide a means of stating generalizationsabout vowel patternsindependentlyof generalizationsabout geminate root
consonants. Both theories stipulategeminationby includinga colon in a particularvowel
pattern.Althoughthis is adequatefor Hebrew, it misses an importantpropertyof Arabic
verb forms like katab versus kattab. In these words, all vocalismis a as one manifestation
of the perfective active. The vocalism can be changed independentlyof the gemination
of the medial consonant; compare the correspondingpassives kiutiband kuittib.This
cannot be accounted for in a model like Harris's or Chomsky's that marks consonant
geminationon vowel patterns.
Finally, Chomsky's analysis is subject to the same criticismof insufficientrestrictiveness as the classical generative morphologicaltheory. The rule of intercalationin
(61) is, clearly, a transformation,implyingan apparatuswith correspondingdescriptive
power. A rule formulatedalong these lines seems unavoidablein an explicit long component analysis of any morphologicalsystem of the Semitic type.
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